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A GATHERING OF LEGENDS
Some of the greatest personalities of the land share their
incredible journeys, inspiring IITians to a greater deal
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ABOUT
SJMSOM
Innovation. Entrepreneurship.
Leadership.
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What is it all about?
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is not just another business event, lecture series, social
awareness campaign platform, or a cultural fiesta it's all of
this, and more!

"Avenues brings together the best minds in the country,
at the best location in IIT Bombay over three action
packed days!"
Be it captains of the industry, Bollywood personalities, sport
stars, performers, the intelligentsia or a diverse gathering of
10,000+ students and faculty from across the nation and
abroad, we have it all!

And with its ideal location at the main IIT Bombay
intersection in campus, SJMSOM, now ranked #5 among
Indian B-schools, offers visibility like no other department.

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/AVENUES.SJMSOM.IITB
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AVENUES '18
IN NUMBERS

27+

business &
cultural events

6,600
likes for the
year 2018

10,000+

footfall for edition
2018

100+
participating
colleges

About Avenues

Highlights

IIT Bombay's Avenues is the annual
international business festival organised
by the Shailesh J.Mehta School of
Management, IIT Bombay, that features
myriad events related to business,
management, culture and sports. It
attracts participation from the top
business schools of the country.

Every year,Avenues features a jam
packed itinerary of 27+ events,
leadership lectures from the biggest
names in business, entertainment etc.,
fun activities and social activation.
Students, teachers and visitors alike
participate in these events, actively
contributing to idea creation and
sharing.

WWW.SJMSOM-AVENUES.COM
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BUSINESS | CULTURALS | SOCIAL | INFORMALS
Avenues brings together a myriad collection of business
events that inspires participants to put their best foot
forward in challenging scenarios. These events - case
study competitions, quizzes and other challenges
provide an ideal platform for students as well as the
industry witnessing participation
and faculty interest from sources acrossthe country.
At SJMSOM, we are not just about work and academics.
We have a robust cultural atmosphere which fosters
participation from across the IIT ecosystem as well as
the other B-schools in the country.

Our annual sports festival, Prithvi is also held in
tandem with Avenues. Held at the world class
facilities that IIT Bombay is renowned for, it garners
active participation from colleges across the country.
It is one of the highlights of the year.
We aim to foster a deep rooted sense of social
understanding and responsibility among our
students and future leaders. With this aim, we have
several events meant to convey social messages and
create an atmosphere of fruitful dialogue.
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OUR PAST SPEAKERS
A Few living legends who inspired us with their words

Amartya Sen

Sachin Bansal

Economist and Nobel Laureate

Co-founder, Flipkart

Rajdeep Sardesai

Mylaswamy Annadurai

Padmashri, Journalist

Project Director, Mangalyaan

Subramanian Swamy

Siddharth Roy Kapur

Economist & MP, Rajya Sabha

MD & CEO, Disney India

Adi Godrej

Terrence Lewis

Chairman, Godrej Group

Award-winning choreographer

Brett Lee

Monica Tata

Australian Cricketer

MD, HBO South Asia

Prabhikaran Singh

Raveena Tandon

Founder, Bewakoof.com

Award-winning Actor

CONTACT US
AKSHAY PARALE
parale.akshay@sjmsom.in
82371 77536

SATABDI ROY
satabdi.roy@sjmsom.in
88764 50288

ANMOL AGARWAL
anmol.agarwal@sjmsom.in
91460 40420

SANDEEP AGARWAL
sandeep.agarwal@sjmsom.in
76675 35562

ABHIMANYU SINGH
abhimanyu.singh@sjmsom.in
88266 04699

SPANDAN KUNDU
spandan.kundu@sjmsom.in
70017 44707

PARTH MISTRY
mistry.parth@sjmsom.in
88494 61766

